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Android video recorder app free

Unfortunately, there is a serious shortage of android video recording apps that build on the stock app's features. Maybe because there are so many devices with so many different cameras, or maybe because the stock camcorder app does things so well. In any case, we found that the stock camcorder app offered the most control over the camera and did the job with the slightest
hassle or setup. CamcorderPlatform: Android Price: Built-in/Free Comes With Phone! FeaturesInstalled on all Android devices running 1.6 and aboveAs you record videos in full HD if your hardware supports toAllows you tweak the quality of video recording to save space if necessaryPodupports tap-to-zoom, and can use the phone flash for continuous light while
recordingSupports video stabilization and other effects (depending on the hardware)Where is ExcelsIt is one of those situations where the stock application is best because it gives you all access to the features available on your Android device and because it is preinstalled. The stock camcorder app won't blow you away, and on most devices it only comes with the minimum
needed to quickly record and share video while driving, but that's enough for most people and it gets the job done. Part of the problem is that app developers can't inject features into a camcorder app that isn't supported by a particular headset, so it's hard to come up with camcorder apps that really enhance the recording experience without adding software effects. Where It Falls
ShortThe biggest drawback of the stock camera app is that it is also attached to the stock camera app. There are plenty of other great android camera apps, but to use the camcorder app, you need to run the default camera app or at least install a camcorder shortcut that will allow you to jump straight to the video side of the app. In addition, the fact that features vary greatly in the
camcorder app, depending on the version of Android you're using and the ROM you're using, means that some devices have solid camcorder apps rich in features with image stabilization, capture grids, and brightness and contrast settings, while some budget Android devices have little more than a viewpoint with a record button. G/O Media can get a CompetitionQik Video
commission (Free), like most alternatives in this area, are not so much alternatives, but alternative camcorder interfaces that upload video directly to their services or allow you to share videos directly with a particular social network. Qik is still a great option, and provided you sign up for an account, the app can reduce the wait time between recording video and posting online where
your friends and family can see it. YouTube (Free) is another alternative, but on most devices, the YouTube app simply tackles the built-in app for and makes it easy to post videos directly to YouTube when you're done recording. If your web video world is the world Around YouTube, you can completely bypass the stock camcorder app and just open the YouTube app to record
and upload videos in one go. Unfortunately, this is a category where the wealth of Android apps and the diversity of its development pool just haven't come up. However, there's a traditional app industry on android app marketplace that are designed to allow you to record video from your phone without being noticed or recording video from your camera while using other apps on
your phone screen, turning your Android device into a spy camera, but that's a whole other category. Do you know a great replacement of camcorders for Android or an alternative that we could not find? Let us know in the comments below. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing directory of recommendations for the best apps and tools in a number of default categories.
Your smartphone can double as a voice recorder. Attach your headset to the speaker and you can record meetings, lectures, and interviews. Google Play has many great voice capture apps, but Cogi rises to the top recognizing the fundamental needs of recording speech better than other apps. Cogi – Notes &amp; Voice Recorder Platform: Android Price: Free download
siteSimple by tapping on the recording and touch-to-pause interface allows you to record the main points. You can be set to always listen without recording. You can record endlessly until you run out of phone storage. It rewinds 5, 15, 30 or 45 seconds from the moment of touch, so record what you said before you touched it. Share recordings via Dropbox, Google Drive, Evernote,
and email. Take notes while recording. Take pictures during filming. Add tags and contacts to your audio file for a simple reference. You can record while the screen is off or while using another app. Where Excelsa Cogi takes a different approach to the traditional voice dictator. It takes a little getting used to, but it's worth learning the ropes. You can use it as a normal recorder by
tapping the main button twice, but Cogi intends to record only the most important, not the entire speech. First, tap to start a new session, after which Cogi listens in the background. When the speaker says something interesting, tap the screen to highlight that part (indicated by the dial that turns orange). This highlighted audio clip will also include the last 5, 15, 30, or 45 seconds of
audio, depending on what you've chosen in your app settings. Tap again to stop recording. This way, you can use the app for long-lasting recordings without worrying about running out of space, and more importantly, capturing only bits you want to listen to later. In addition, it recognizes that sound doesn't cover everything in a meeting or lecture, so it has built-in tools for taking
notes in your session or recording a board with your phone's camera. Once you're done, highlight each one separately or return the entire session. The session can also be marked with labels Simple assigned contacts from your address book address book contacts are for your reference only. Each session and individual highlighted audio clips can be renamed and shared on
different services. Perhaps most importantly, Cogi offers all this absolutely free of charge, with no strings attached. G/O Media can get commission Where falls short Cogi is not without problems. It only records high-quality audio and does not allow you to select formats or bitrate. Cannot save to external memory cards. It doesn't automatically sync with cloud services like Dropbox.
All this can lead to a space crisis on phones with limited internal memory. Also, searching with a hashtag or contact is a little intricate and could be easier in the interface. Finally, while notes and photos are fantastic features, they don't carry a timestamp for a simple reference. The Hi-Q MP3 Voice Recorder competition (Free | $3.99 Full) is your best bet if you want a more
traditional, free voice recording app. The simple interface has three self-explanatory buttons: Recording, Pause, and Done. It only supports mp3 file format, but you can choose bitrate to control quality and size. If your camera and phone use different microphones, you can choose whether to use the rear or front microphone; and you can choose to record in stereo. Hi-Q also allows
you to set where your files are stored and the minimum amount of free storage space on storage. You can also start recording from the notification drawer. If you want to record someone in stealth, you can change the icon to something less suspicious. The only limitation of the free version is that it limits each recording to 10 minutes. The full version has an unlimited number of
shots, as well as a quick start widget. If you don't want an MP3, easy voice recorder (Free | $3.99 Pro) has similar features to Hi-Q and records in AAC, AMR and PCM audio formats. But yes, he's got ads. Easy Voice Recorder Pro removes ads, records in stereos, saves to external memory cards, supports external microphones, adds folder management, and brings notification bar
shortcuts as well as a handy widget. Skyro Voice Recorder (Free | $1 Pro) is a beautiful app that has something none of the others do: sync cloud storage. Set it up with a Dropbox account and it will automatically upload your recordings to the cloud; and can save files to external storage, so you never have to worry about space restrictions. Skyro also chronologically stacks your
notes, automatically geo-tags them, and allows you to assign text tags for easy reference and search. In case the app crashes, Skyro also automatically saves the recording. The pro version unlocks multiple sync options and the ability to set up MP3 bitrate. Our previous winner, Tape-a-talk (Free | $1.32 Pro), is still a good voice recorder, especially because of its ability to
automatically save and repair recordings if the app crashes or your phone turns off. Those who want high-quality FLAC shots, RecForge II (Free | $3.99 Pro) good app. You can record, skip silent parts, and have a basic sound sound tools too. There are plenty more recorders in the Play Store, such as AL Voice Recorder, Voice PRO ($13.21), Sound &amp; Voice Recorder - ASR,
PCM Recorder, All That Recorder (Free | $3.99), Smart Voice Recorder, eRecorder - Voice Memo Recorder and more. But we think that one of the aforementioned picks is better for the basic needs of the voice recording app. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing referral directory for the best apps and tools in a number of default categories. Categories.
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